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ABSTRACT 

The effect of laminate thickness on crack pattern, mode of failure, and strength of shear deficient reinforced 

concrete (RC) I and L-beams wrapped with glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) laminates was studied 

experimentally and numerically. designed to fail in shear, were tested for two point static loading. 

Displacements, strains, and crack pattern were monitored. 

The strength and mode of failure were found to depend on the crack pattern. For U wraps, increasing the fiber 

reinforced polymer (FRP) laminate thickness resulted in reduced web cracking and increased cracking near the 

free edge of the laminate 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 Fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) have emerged as promising material for rehabilitation of existing reinforced 

concrete structures. The rehabilitation of structures can be in the form of strengthening, repairing or retrofitting 

for seismic deficiencies. RC T-section is the most common shape of beams and girders. The deterioration of 

civil engineering infrastructures such as buildings, bridge decks, girders, offshore structures, parking structures 

are mainly due to ageing, poor maintenance, corrosion, exposure to harmful environments. These deteriorated 

structures cannot take the load for which they are designed. A large number of structures constructed in the past 

using the older design codes in different parts of the globe are structurally unsafe according to the new design 

codes and hence need up gradation. Shear failure of RC I and L-beams is identified as the most disastrous 

failure mode as it does not give any advance warning before failure.  

 

 Reinforced Concrete (RC) Rectangular Beams:  

 

When the RC beam is deficient in shear, or when its shear capacity is less than the flexural capacity after 

flexural strengthening, shear strengthening must be considered. It is critically important to examine the shear 

capacity of RC beams which are intended to be strengthened in flexure.. As the amount of steel increases, 

additional strength provided by the carbon decreases. Compared to a beam reinforced heavily with steel only, 

the beams reinforced with both steel and carbon have adequate deformation capacity in spite of their brittle 

mode of failure. Clamping or wrapping of the ends of the FRP laminate combined with adhesive bonding was 
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effective in anchoring the laminate.  

 

The general and regional behaviors of concrete beams with bonded carbon-fiber–reinforced plastic sheets are 

studied with the help of strain gauges. The appearance of the first cracks and the crack propagation in the 

structure up to the failure is monitored 

 

II.EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

 

Static testing procedure 

The  CFRP  RC  beams  were  simply  supported  in a three point  loading  configuration using a  roller and pin,  

producing an  effective span of 1000  mm .The  steel plate with dimen-sions 100 mm × 280 mm × 50 mm  was 

placed at the midspan of each beam to distribute the applied concentrated load. The beams were tested  using a 

hydraulic jack  to  deflect  the  beams  at  a constant rate. The  loading rate was initially 1  mm/min andwas 

gradually modified to a rate of  2 mm/min for each beam. This was done to provide the sufficient time for the 

beams to deflect before failing. Strain measurements  of  the  tensile  reinforcement  were recorded  through  the  

data  logger  and  program Strain Smart 5000. Data collected  including  load carrying  capacity,  mid-span  

deflection  and  strain in the steel tensile reinforcement bars.  

 

Impact testing procedure 

The  CFRP  RC  beams  for  impact  testing  were subjected  to  the  High  Capacity Impact  Testing Machine . 

The impact height was calculated using energy principles, by equating the  area  under  the  load—deflection  

graph  from the  static  results to  the  potential  energy  of  the drop  hammer.  One  drop-weight  was  utilised  

in this test program: weight of 590 kg. The load was measured via the  load  cell  attached  to  the  drop hammer 

with the strain recorded by the data log-ger  from  the  tensile  reinforcement.  Deflection was analysed using a 

high speed camera situated within the cage with the  footage being examined using  computer  software  Image  

Pro  Plus.  The data logger  recorded results at a  rate  of 50,000/sec with  the  high  speed  camera  measuring  

1000 frames/sec.  

 

STATIC TEST 

The major  difference  between the  beams  which  could  affect  the  applications of the  configurations  is  the  

U  shaped  beam  had  a quite  brittle  and  catastrophic failure  whereas  the fully wrapped beam had signs of 

reaching ultimate failure. Therefore the U  shaped CFRP  RC beams is  a  viable option  in  the  use of   

retrofitting  exist-ing structures compared to fully wrapped beams. Figure 5  shows the  load-deflection  

behaviour  of the CFRP RC beams under static loading. Table 2 reports the experimental results for the CFRP 

RC beams under static loading  
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IMPACT TEST 

 

The controlled RC beams were subjected to a drop hammer height of 50 mm.  This was determined from energy 

absorption principles using the load-deflection behaviour from static testing. As it is evident that the impact 

energy did not cause very much structural damage to the RC beams. The RC beams only suffered minor shear 

cracking which was also evident in the controlled RC beams under static loading.  The CFRP RC beams (fully 

wrapped single layer, U-shaped single and double layer) were stripped of   the external wrapping to expose the 

cracking of the concrete and to investigate the failure mode. It was found that for all CFRP RC beams under 

impact loading, cracks were localised in the impact zone. The cracks were shown to be flexural cracks, with no 

signs of shear cracking. The CFRP RC beams with U-shape double wrapping had more flexural cracking then 

any diagonal cracking. This leads to conclude that the double wrapping has higher shear strength to the flexural 

strength.  

 

Reinforcing Steel 

 

High-Yield Strength Deformed (HYSD) bars confirming to IS 1786:1985. The reinforcements used were 20and 

10 mm diameter are used for the longitudinal reinforcement and the stirrups are 8 mm diameter. The yield 

strength of steel reinforcements used in this experimental program is determined by performing the standard 

tensile test on the three specimens of each bar. 

  

Static test results of CFRP RC beams. 

 

Beam Load carrying capacity Deflection Failure mode Knmm 

 

1 72 42Flexure 

2 50 10Shear 

3 40 6 Shear 

4 64 34 Flexure 

5 67 38 Flexure 
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III.CONCLUSIONS 

A successful  experimental program  of  twelve RC beams  under  static  and  impact  loading has  been 

presented and discussed, providing information on the  effectiveness  of   bonding  configurations of CFRP 

strengthening of the shear-deficient RC beams subjected impact loads. 
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Observations and experimental data analyses have led to the following conclusions: 

 

1.  The use of CFRP as an external reinforcement (fully wrapped and U-shape configuration) enhanced the 

performance of RC beams significantly increasing the energy absorption capacity under quasi-static and impact 

loading compared to the shear deficient beams. The CFRP wrap-ping transformed the failure mode of the beams 

from shear failure to flexural failure. That is the CFRP reinforcement significantly increased the shear capacity 

of the CFRP RC beams. 

 

2.  The U-shape configuration was shown to have very similar load carrying capacities compared to the fully 

wrapped CFRP RC beams. The ultimate load  carrying capacities  was found to  be 8  kN  greater  in  the fully  

wrapped  GFRP  RC beam. One of the drawbacks of the U-shaped configuration is the failure is very brittle.  

 

 

IV.ADVANTAGES FOR FUTURE WORK 

Based on the finding and conclusions of the current study the following recommendations are made for future 

research in FRP shear strengthening: 

 

• Study of the bond mechanism between CFRP, AFRP and BFRP and concrete substrate. 

 

• FRP strengthening of RC T-beams with different types of fibers such as carbon, aramid & basalt. 

• Strengthening of RC L-beams with FRP composite. 

 

• Strengthening of RC L- T section beams with web opening. 
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